
Welcome from our CEO
Dear Client, 

An increasing number of chemical processes are benefiting from the advantages of using en-
zymes. Unfortunately, however, the perfect biocatalyst is not always available, and many 
companies are right now seeking more efficient and reliable ways to obtain better-performing 
enzymes. 

Fortunately, computational enzyme evolution uses ultra-fast computers combined with 3D 
modeling and physics-based simulations to replace up to 90% of classical wet lab experimen-
tal tests, reducing development time of new products and processes by 50%. 

ZYMVOL can help you identify enzymes for novel transformations and perform custom opti-
mization of enzymes for target industrial requirements. 

Meet ZYMVOL’s method for developing better-performing enzymes for biocatalytic processes. 
Our clients benefit from our technological excellence, cost efficiency and full-service packag-
es:

Access to technology
Our state-of-the-art methods ensure you obtain the perfect enzyme for your specific needs. 
By leveraging our team’s know-how, we achieve successful results and bring your dead-end 
projects back to life.

Cost efficiency
Reliable, advance prediction of project outcomes saves time and money and increases suc-
cess rates. Fee-for-service models with risk-sharing success fee schemes mean predictable 
costs, making ZYMVOL’s expertise highly competitive and affordable. IP rights can be separat-
ed from a service agreement and negotiated once an enzyme has proved its value, so you only 
pay for the IP rights you actually need. 

Comprehensive service packages
Our technical team works closely with you to ensure seamless project flow. We can provide 
samples of the generated enzyme variants for in-house validation by our clients and appoint a 
dedicated specialist as project manager to oversee all phases of your project. 

To learn more about ZYMVOL and our technology, please visit www.zymvol.com or request an 
information pack. I would also be delighted to present ZYMVOL to you in person or via web 
conference at your convenience. 

I thank you for your interest and look forward to hearing from you.


